OUTDOOR TELEVISIONS

Security Alarm Setup

Opening Cover & Installing Battery
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Operating your SkyVue Alarm
The SkyVue alarm is designed to help protect your personal property
and yourself using different “snap-in” adapters. The adapters snap into
the SkyVue alarm as Illustrated below.

NOTE: You cannot insert or remove the adapters with the cover shut and
locked.

Alarm Test: You can test the alarm by inserting one pin of the adapter
into the left side pin hole. The alarm should sound and flash.

Your SkyVue alarm has three light settings.
1. “OFF” for no lights.
2. “WARNING” will turn on the slow blinking
light which shows the alarm is armed
3. “FLASHER” will activate the pulsating safety flashers.

e

NOTE: The settings mentioned above pertain to the light
setting. The alarm unit is always “ON”. If a battery is installed
and an attachment is properly inserted, even in the “OFF”
position, the alarm is still operational.
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Mounting to Post or Cart (40”, 46”, & 52”)

Alarm Installation
1. Wrap the security wire through the mounting plate and post.

2. Wrap the security wire between arms and the back of the television.
3. After wrapping the security wire between the arms, cross the wire
through the Anti-Theft Anchor Point located in the back lower corner
of your television as shown below.

NOTE: This is shown with a post mount however we use the same tilt
bracket for multiple installations including the ceiling mount.
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4. Lock the security wires in place by connecting and close the alarm as
shown.

Congratulations you have succesfully installed your
SkyVue Security Alarm. If you have questions feel free to contact our
technical support team (877) 475-9883
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Notes:
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*Scan the QR code for a step by step video tutorial
on SykVue Security Alarm installation.

